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A THROW OF THE DICE



  NEVER

       EVEN IF LAUNCHED IN ETERNAL
CIRCUMSTANCES

           FROM THE DEPTH OF A SHIPWRECK



SAY
        the

                  Abyss

whitened
 becalmed

     raging
              beneath an inclination

hovers desperately

             on a wing

         its own
   in advance fallen again from a failure to prepare the flight

                       and covering the outpourings
                         cutting off the surges

very much in the interior sums up

the shadow buried in profundity by this alternative sail

              to the point of adapting
                  to the wingspan

                                  its gaping profundity like the shell

                        of a vessel

                       listing to one or the other board



THE MASTER

arisen
         inferring

         from this conflagration

              that there is

       as one threatens

         the unique Number that cannot

      hesitates
               cadaver by the arm

     rather
        than to play

           as a white-haired fanatic
        the game

        in the name of the waves

one

             direct shipwreck this

beyond old calculations
       where the manoeuvre with age forgotten
 

long ago he grasped the helm

at his feet
  of the unanimous horizon

being prepared
      being shaken and mixed
          in the fist that would clutch it 
a destiny and the winds

be another

   Mind
           to throw it

   into the storm
                      to refold the division of it and to proudly pass

pulled away from the secret it keeps

overwhelms the head
flows in a submissive beard

of the man

          with no ship
        no matter

         where useless



ancestrally to not open the hand
       clenched

             beyond the useless head

            legacy in departing 

                          to someone
                   ambiguous

                   the subsequent age-old demon

having
            from null regions

              led
the old man towards this supreme conjunction with probability

              this
           his childish shade

caressed and polished and worn and washed
                   tenderised by the wave and subtracted
from the hard bones lost between the boards

born
        of play

the sea trying out through the ancestor or the ancestor against the sea
                an idle chance

   Betrothals
whose

veil of illusion having splashed back      their obsession
like the ghost of a gesture

     will totter 
     will collapse

              madness WILL NOT ABOLISH



AS IF

         An insinuation

           in the silence

   in some proximate

           flutters

simple

rolled up with irony
    or
      the mystery

         precipitated
               howled

whirlpool of hilarity and horror

about the gulf
   without strewing it

        nor fleeing

             and cradles the virgin trace of it

        AS IF



solitary feather frantic

         except that a midnight toque encounter it or brush it
                            and immobilise
             in the velvet crushed by a sombre gust of laughter

                   this rigid whiteness

derisory
                                in opposition to the sky
               too much so
                            not to mark
                                           meagrely
                                                        whosoever

                                 bitter prince of the reef

                           crowns himself with it as if with heroics
                                 irresistible but contained
                               by his small virile reason
                                                                            in a flash of lightning



anxious
     expiatory and pubescent

       mute

                  The lucid and seigneurial egret-feather
                             on the invisible brow
              scintillates

         then shades
      a tenebrous sweet stature

                    in its siren torsion

                       with impatient terminal scales

                 laugh

               that

                      IF

of vertigo

erect

       long enough
                      to slap
bifurcated

     a rock

       false mansion
                   all at once
                             evaporated in mists

                        which imposed
                               a limit on the infinite



           IT WAS
       of stellar descent

IT WOULD BE

      worse
             no

                 more nor less
      indifferently but as much

        THE NUMBER

         IF IT WERE TO EXIST
            other than as scattered hallucination in a death-throe

                   IF IT WERE TO BEGIN AND IF IT WERE TO CEASE
              arising though denied and closed when apparent

                         at last
                                by some profusion widespread in rarity

                    IF IT WERE TO COMPUTE

                                evidence of the sum however little
              IF IT WERE TO ILLUMINATE

CHANCE

  The feather
                  falls
                         rhythmical suspending of the accident

             to bury itself
      in the originating foams

           from which so recently its delirium sprang up as far as a peak
                        faded

              by the identical neutrality of the gulf



NOTHING

           of the memorable crisis
       or might

the event have been accomplished with a view to every human
               null result

        WILL HAVE TAKEN PLACE
    an everyday elevation pours out absence

                   BUT THE PLACE
nondescript splashing below as if to disperse the empty act

abruptly that else
         by its lying

                              would have founded
                distress

in these parts
        of the vagueness

         in which all reality is dissolved



EXCEPT
            at an altitude

                            PERHAPS
                                            so far that a place merges with the beyond

            outside the interest
                  assigned to it

             in general
according to such an obliquity by such a declivity

                 of fires

       towards
      this must be
           the Septentrion also North

           A CONSTELLATION

           cold from oblivion and obsolescence
           not so much

                          that it fails to enumerate
                 on some empty and higher surface

the successive clash
                 as of stars

           of a total count in the making

keeping vigil
        doubting

         rolling
      shining and meditating

           before coming to a halt
            at some final point that consecrates it

                  Every Thought emits a Throw of the Dice


